Network approach to Risk Analysis
Basic principles of cooperation

- Expert-level
- Informal
- Flexibility
- Trust
History of AFIC

2010
Madrid 2010

2011
Lisbon 2011

2012
Warsaw 2012
Madrid 2012
Lisbon 2012

2013
May 2013: 1st Workshop in Warsaw
September 2013: 2nd Workshop in Lisbon
November 2013: Annual conference in Warsaw

2014
May 2014: 1st Workshop in Warsaw
September 2014: 2nd Workshop in Lisbon
October 2014: Release of the 2014 Joint Report
AFIC work in Africa

Casablanca

7 participating AFIC countries

Dakar

9 participating AFIC countries
Main blocks of the report

Irregular migration

Cross border criminality

Regional security threats
Rich and unique content

35 text boxes

47 figures

Entire expert input from the two workshops

90% of all reports that were uploaded on CIRCA BC
Main blocks of the report

Irregular migration

Limited legal travel channels

Central role of Agadez

Low return risk
Limited legal travel channels

Central role of Agadez

Low return risk
Growing service industry catering for transiting migrants in Agadez
Low return risk

Return likelihood - right axis
Illegal border-crossings
Cross-border criminality

Drugs & explosives on buses

Labour recruitment morphing into a trafficking case

Document fraud

Africa-Frontex Intelligence Community
Regional security threats

Africa-Frontex Intelligence Community
Recommendations

Reducing risks that migrants or asylum seekers face during irregular migration through new framework for legal pathways.

Improving effectiveness of rapid return of those who are not eligible for international protection.

Helping transport companies in Africa to operate responsibly and prevent migrant smuggling and other smuggling activities.

Improving detection of THB victims as they cross borders.

Providing capacity building for AFIC countries.

Further development of AFIC.